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“If you’re not first, you’re
last”
– Ricky Bobby’s
Dad

Official Outcome – Belgium

Mr.Petronas | PrettyRicky |OdiousLewis | Hulkenberg|Jumping Bean|Blue Flag!|The Samurai | Val | No-Smiles| The Troll
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Rewind with rob
What an eventful first 11 laps in Spa. The drama started on
Saturday, when Mr. Petronas, Pretty Ricky and the red cars
opted to set their fastest laps in Q2 on the Soft tyre
compound. This allowed them to start the race on that longer
lasting tyre. In contrast, Mad Max qualified on the front row
using the red SuperSoft. He was expected to be quicker at
first, but have to pit before 10 laps. But that’s not how it
turned out.

was caught in his rear wing and took him out of the running.
Whew, what a start!
As a result of all this drama, Hulkenberg snuck up to P2, with
Pretty Ricky in P3. The Samurai and Odious Lewis were able
to charge up from their back row starts to about P10. But this
wasn’t the result of some spectacular driving. They only had to
actually pass a few cars. Most of the positions were gained over
retired cars, wounded cars or cars in pit lane.

Mad Max bogged down at the start and was immediately
passed by Blue Flag! and No Smiles.
He was apparently so jacked up about his front row start and
home race that he refused to accept the outcome of the start
and instead decided to try to regain those positions recklessly
in turn 1. Mad Max made a late-breaking dive into the inside
of turn 1 mostly off the track. Toto Wolff of Mercedes, who
didn’t have a dog in this fight, said his team spent a lot of time
considering the lines through that first corner and concluded
that Mad Max’s line was the only one you didn’t want to take.
It is true that Blue Flag! turned in, which precipitated the
contact, but No Smiles was in his blind spot and he had no way
of knowing that Mad Max had stuck his nose into the apex late.
As a result of the contact, both Ferraris and Mad Max went to
the back of the pack. Further excitement ensued when the
rookie Wehrlein misjudged the speed of the bunch in front of
him and rammed Button unceremoniously. On lap 2, the
Young Spainard ran over some carbon fiber debris and suffered
a spectacular right rear tyre blowout. The carcass of the tyre

On lap 6, Magnussen lost control of his car as it crested the hill
and plowed into the track barrier. The ensuing safety car
caused many drivers to pit to get off the SuperSofts or to swap
for new Softs. Those pits meant the Samurai and Odious Lewis
moved up to P4 and P5. When the red flag came out to fix the
wall, everyone pitted for optimal tyres and to fix damage to
their cars. That free tyre change allowed the Samurai and
Odious Lewis to consolidate their positions.
After the restart, there were a few position changes, but
nothing drastic. Rosberg stayed comfortably in P1, pulling
away from Pretty Ricky as Ricky’s Soft tyres wore out. Odious
Lewis passed the Samurai and then Hulkenberg for P3. Perez
also passed the Samurai to finish behind his teammate in P5.
Vettel moved up through the field admirably and the Samurai
impressively held off the Williams to take P7. Apparently
Honda brought a real upgrade to Spa.
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The Predictor Posse

(P1) O’Brien Red Bull Audi |(P2) Tonka BMW|(P3) Schweizer F1
There was an uncommonly wide spread
between the Predictor squads last
weekend in Belgium. O’Brien Red Bull
Audi led the way with 92 points,
followed very closely by Tonka BMW
with 89 points. Those squads are also 1,
2 in the overall standings. They were
followed by a midfield pack of
Schweizer F1, JBone and Sauber Alfa
Romeo F1, which scored between 47
and 42 points. The backmarkers were
PIT ROAD HOOLIGANS, Scuderia
Drew and FO Racing, which only took
19, 18 and 14 points, respectively. The
three teams on the podium here,
O’BRBA, Tonka BMW and Schweizer
F1 have been on the podiums in 3 of the
last 4 races. Do we have a new elite?
•
•

•

•

•

•

Key Corners:
Surprisingly, given Hamilton’s
penalty, only 3 teams
predicted Rosberg would win
the race. More teams (4)
predicted that Hamilton would
win from the back!
Verstappen was the only nonsilver arrow to be predicted to
win.
Red Bull clearly has the eye of
the Pit Road Hooligan squads - the Red Bulls were predicted
to be on the podium 8 times,
while the Ferraris were
predicted to make the podium
only 4 times.
Correct predictions were
scarce in the top 5 positions
this week. Of the 38 top 5
predictions, only 4 were
correct. That’s partially
explained by the
Ferrari/Verstappen incident.
The bonus predictions
mattered this week. The top

•

two squads correctly picked
Rosberg on pole, and
Hamilton for Fastest Lap and
Positions Gained. That trifecta
netted a bonus of 20 points.
Only half the squads thought
Hamilton would have most
positions gained even with his
3 engine replacement hijinks.

O'Brien Red Bull Audi (92)
Took 20 points for Rosberg in P1 and
35 points for the bonus predictions, but
a shocking number of points came from
stabs in the dark in the midfield. Massa
(P10), Bottas (P8) and Vettel (P6) all
turned out to be correct.
Tonka BMW (89)
Predicted P1 and P2 correctly, but
then suffered a number of close calls
with only two spots completely out of
the points. Tonka BMW correctly
predicted the Force India would mix it
up with Ferrari, but didn’t give them
quite enough credit. Haas in P10 was a
mishit.
Schweizer F1 (47)
Made only minor tweaks to his lineup
over the summer break and somehow
scored points almost everywhere.
Hamilton did not win or take pole, two
predictions which may have been
oversights. Schweizer’s faith in Alonso
(P6!) at a power track was a wild
gamble that paid off. The Williams
were correctly placed, but Force India
was nowhere to be seen in these
predictions.
JBone (44)
Was the lone squad to believe
Verstappen would win his “home race”
and that prediction cost him in turn 1.

But JBone has Rosberg, Ricciardo,
Hamilton in the next three places, and
missed out on points entirely for only 3
predictions. This squad predicted that Red
Bull was on par with Mercedes, with
Ferrari picking up the rear.
Sauber Alfa Romeo (42)
came close, but mistepped just enough to
plummet to P5. It had Rosberg in P1 with
Red Bull on his heels and Ferrari after
them. But it didn’t give Hamilton (P7) or
the Force India’s (P6 and P8) enough
credit. Somewhat inexplicably, it thought
Perez would gain the most positions.
Pit Road Hooligans (19)
Continues to score points and stay out of
the basement despite making only 4 picks
and never altering them. The P6 position
here may be a sign that the other squads
are outthinking themselves.
Scuderia Drew (18)
Got of lot of things right. It predicted that
Force India would make an impressive
showing and that Alonso would be heard
from. But its never dying faith in the red
cars and the pick of Hamilton to sit pole
and win did not pay in Spa
FO Racing (14)
The podium of Hamilton, Vettel, Rosberg
was quite, quite wrong. About the only
thing right was Alonso (P8) and Hamilton
setting the fastest lap. FO Racing has to
hope for a better day at Monza.

Charlie’s Chatter

If these tracks could talk
There are a lot of story lines going into Monza this year. The
battle between Lewis and Nico is very close. Lewis won here last
year and is coming off one heck of a drive in Belgium. Seb has
won Monza 3 times, granted those W's were behind the wheel of a
Bull. And do not forget his first ever win came at Monza, so the
good vibes should be there for him. Will Kimi and Max go at it
again?
I think many people think of the Italian Grand Prix the pinnacle of
racing. Italians love auto racing and their luxury vehicles. Enzo
Ferrari is the rock star of the petrol world. We have all read
volumes on the Ferrari brand and made the stop at the factory in
Maranello. No doubt the Ferrari flags will be flying this weekend
and anything but a Ferrari on the podium will be a real
disappointment.

–

–

–

–

But isn't the brand cheapened a little bit when you see a bus full of
tourists get off around Boston Common wearing Ferrari shirts
tucked into their fanny packs? You look around a racetrack these
days and the guys wearing Ferrari merch are the same guys
debating which Lanister they most want to court to start their
lineage. I am not trying to paint Ferrari fans with a single brush,
but it is safe to say that Ferrari has lost a bit of its swagger.

–

I hope, for the sake of motorsport, that Ferrari puts up a fight this
weekend and sheds some of that European stink they have acquired
recently. Maybe I am out of line, but to me, Ferrari has the feel of
Notre Dame football. Sure, they were dominant when your
parents were ordering malteds and penny candy, but those days
are long gone. Let's see what Ferrari can do this weekend to
change this perception.

–

–

Rumor has it that McLaren have told
Button of their decision to replace him
with Belgian rookie Vandoorne next
season and that Button has decided against
a return to the Williams team with which
he started his career 16 years ago.
McLaren chief executive Ron Dennis has
reiterated that a decision on McLaren’s
2017 driver line-up still has yet to be
taken.
Force India’s deputy team principal Bob
Fernley has reiterated that Sergio Perez is
under contract with the team for 2017
and expects the Mexican to stay.
Mercedes chief Niki Lauda says Jos
Verstappen must be the man to rein his
son, Max, after the Red Bull driver's latest
brush with controversy at the Belgian GP.
Former world champion Jacques
Villeneuve believes that Red Bull's Max
Verstappen is being "protected" by the
FIA over his alleged dangerous driving,
because "they want him to be a star".
Mercedes motorsport boss Toto Wolff
has likened Max Verstappen to three-time
world champion Ayrton Senna, also
describing the 18-year-old as "refreshing
but dangerous".
Wolff also elaborated on his admiration
for Stoffel Vandoorne and suggested "the
system is wrong" if the McLaren reserve
driver doesn't find a seat on the grid.

Wag of the week
As F1 fanatics, we have all seen the wonderful film Rush that
highlights the merciless rivalry between James Hunt and Niki
Lauda. It is hard to forget the scene where Lauda, now a nonexecutive chairman of the Mercedes AMG Petronas F1 team,
meets his future wife, Marlene Knaus, and proceeds to race
the “piece of shit” car through the Italian countryside. But
how did Lauda and Knaus really meet and what happened to
their relationship? Turns out the couple did meet at a party,
but the film’s writer Peter Morgan took some artistic liberties
with the rest of that particular scene. Lauda and Knaus
eventually got married in 1976, and had two sons together
Mathias and Lukas. Mathias followed his father into racing
while Lukas manages Mathias’ career. Marlene was extremely
popular back in the seventies and eighties among the socialite
from Europe and perhaps that caused some friction with the
generally low-key
Lauda. The couple
eventually
separated and
divorced in 1991.
Since then, Lauda
has always stressed
in interviews that he would never marry again. Yet in September 2008 news
surfaced that Lauda had remarried. This time the then 59-year-old former
world champion wed then 29-year-old former stewardess Birgit Wetzinger.
Wetzinger and Lauda share more than just a strong emotional connection. In
2005, Birgit donated one of her kidneys to Niki after a previous transplant
failed. After his life-saving operation Lauda said, “She is a hero. To show
affection to someone is one thing, but to donate an organ is something else
entirely. It wasn't easy to take responsibility for Birgit's risk. For me it was
more difficult than the operation.” Lauda added, “I love Birgit. To me, she is
the perfect woman. I want to spend the rest of my life with her. I want to
protect my private life and not carry it out in detail as Boris Becker does.”
On behalf of The F1 Newsletter and our readers, happy anniversary Birgit and Niki!

Tyre me out
Monza is the temple of speed, not the temple of corners that
chew tyres up. As a result, tyre allocation is less important
than it is many other weekends. Furthermore, last year, the
best strategy was a one-stopper, with the drivers starting on
the yellow Softs, running about 20 laps, then switching to
the white Mediums for the last 24 laps.
This year, Pirelli brought the Mediums and Softs again but
added in the red SuperSofts as the qualifying tyre. If the
fastest cars are running the reds in Q2, they are going to have
to start the race on them. It is hard to imagine that a car can
get away with the same one stop strategy if the first stint is
on a fast degrading SS. So maybe we’ll see teams push it and
try to set their fastest Q2 lap on Softs so they can start the
race on those. Maybe we’ll see a two-stop strategy featuring
SS, SS and Softs. With easy passing on the straights, a multistop strategy is more feasible than at other tracks.
What may be most interesting are the differences in tyre
allocations among the teams. Mercedes, Ferrari and Williams
all varied their allocations between the two drivers. In the
case of Ferrari, Vettel took one Medium and five Softs while
Raikkonen has two Mediums and only four Softs. What does
this mean? Are teams going to split their strategies or in one
driver going to be assigned to run long stints on the Mediums
in free practice for data gathering purposes (as we saw earlier
in the season from Mercedes)?
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